Yeshiva University-RIETS acknowledge the members of the Elef L’Mateh Society

The Elef L’Mateh Society, חברה אלף למטה, is a dedicated group of RIETS rabbincal alumni who are committed to supporting the learning opportunities for the Yeshiva University community and כל ישראל ביתנו. Tens of thousands of Jews around the globe benefit from the שיעורים, kollelim, and educational programming at RIETS as well as from the Marcos and Adina Katz YUTorah.org®, the Benjamin and Rose Berg Torah-To-Go® Series, the Arbesfeld Kollel and Midreshet Yom Rishon® programs, and community visits by our esteemed ישיבת רחבי and faculty. These efforts educate and inspire the global Jewish community, furthering the values and ideals of our ישיבת רחבי.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Hyman Arbesfeld</td>
<td>Kew Gardens, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Elli Ausubel</td>
<td>Raanana, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Dr. Ari Berman</td>
<td>Teaneck, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Marvin S. Bienenfeld</td>
<td>Lawrence, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Hershel Billet</td>
<td>Woodmere, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Aaron Brody</td>
<td>Flushing, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi David Fine</td>
<td>Modim, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Yaakov S. Gibber</td>
<td>Boca Raton, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Shraga Goldenhersh</td>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Marvin H. Goldman</td>
<td>Silver Spring, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Neil Hecht</td>
<td>Brookline, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Jerry Hochbaum</td>
<td>Jerusalem, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Mark Karasick</td>
<td>Fort Lee, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Barry Kornblau</td>
<td>Bayside, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi David Lapp</td>
<td>Fair Lawn, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Haskel Lookstein</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Steven Mermelstein</td>
<td>Flushing, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Elazar R. Muskin</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Moshe S. Neiss</td>
<td>Riverdale, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Yitz Novak</td>
<td>Bergenfield, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Marvin Pachino</td>
<td>Jerusalem, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Menachem Penner</td>
<td>Hollis, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Moshe Radinsky</td>
<td>West Hempstead, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Dr. Walter Rosenbaum</td>
<td>Jerusalem, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Allen M. Schwartz</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Avraham J. Shmidman</td>
<td>Bala Cynwyd, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Tuvia Silverstein</td>
<td>Far Rockaway, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Yigal Sklarin</td>
<td>Bronx, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Etan E. Tokayer</td>
<td>Brooklyn, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbi Jay Weinstein</td>
<td>Maaleh Adumim, Israel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As of 9/17/2019
Rabbi Reuven Garrett
Woodmere, NY
Rabbi Daniel B. Goldberg
Englewood, NJ
Rabbi Zev Goldberg
Fort Lee, NJ
Rabbi Yosef Gottesman
Bronx, NY
Rabbi Dr. Seth N. Grauer
Thornhill, ON
Rabbi Maurice Jay Grebenua
West Orange, NJ
Rabbi Joel Grossman
Brooklyn, NY
Rabbi Jonathan D. Grossman
Merrick, NY
Rabbi Shamai A. Grossman, M.D.
Raanana, ISRAEL
Rabbi Baruch Halberstam
Clifton, NJ
Rabbi Abraham I. Halbfinger z”l
Rabbi Seth Herman
Jerusalem, ISRAEL
Rabbi Adam L. Hertzberg
Teaneck, NJ
Rabbi Robert S. Hirt
New York, NY
Rabbi Shlomo Hochberg
Jamaica Estates, NY
Rabbi Jacob T. Hoenig
Brooklyn, NY
Rabbi Barry Holzer, M.D.
Woodmere, NY
Rabbi Gedaliah Avraham Jaffe
Edison, NJ
Rabbi Dr. Avery Joel
Beachwood, OH
Rabbi Howard S. Joseph
Montreal, QC
Rabbi Alan M. Kalinsky
Los Angeles, CA
Rabbi Dr. Yosef Kalinsky
New York, NY
Rabbi Nathan C. Kapustin
West Orange, NJ
Rabbi Zev Karpel
Clifton, NJ
Rabbi Yaakov Y. Kermaier
Jerusalem, ISRAEL
Rabbi Joshua Klein
New York, NY
Rabbi Prof. Chemia Kleinman
Jerusalem, ISRAEL
Rabbi Benjamin S. Krinsky
Teaneck, NJ
Rabbi Evan Kroll
Clifton, NJ
Rabbi Moshe Kwalbrun
Great Neck, NY
Rabbi Ely Landman, M.D.
Atlanta, GA
Rabbi Dov Lerner
Chicago, IL
Rabbi Hyman Levine
Bayside, NY
Rabbi Marc Liebman
Fair Lawn, NJ
Rabbi Chanan Liss
Bergenfield, NJ
Rabbi Chaim Marcus
Springfield, NJ
Rabbi Andrew Markowitz
Fair Lawn, NJ
Rabbi Meyer H. May
Los Angeles, CA
Rabbi Gary Menchel
West Hempstead, NY
Rabbi Jeffrey Muehlgay
Clifton, NJ
Rabbi Fred Nebel
South Bend, IN
Mr. Henry Orlinsky
Teaneck, NJ
Rabbi Israel Polak
Teaneck, NJ
Rabbi Dr. Yale I. Port
Jerusalem, ISRAEL
Rabbi Jonas Prager
Flushing, NY
Rabbi Mark Press
Brooklyn, NY
Rabbi Daniel Price
Passaic, NJ
Rabbi Yona Reiss
Chicago, IL
Rabbi Ari Rockoff
West Hempstead, NY
Rabbi Dani M. Rockoff
Overland Park, KS
Rabbi Dr. Gidon Rothstein
Bronx, NY
Rabbi Dr. Solomon F. Rybak
Passaic, NJ
Rabbi Eli A. Rybak, M.D.
Clifton, NJ
Rabbi Emmanuel I. Sanders
New York, NY
Rabbi Dr. Mordechai I. Schiffer
Brooklyn, NY
Rabbi Joel Schreiber
New York, NY
Rabbi Elliot Schrier
Bronx, NY
Rabbi Efrem T. Schwalb
West Hempstead, NY
Rabbi Shmuel Segal
Flushing, NY
Rabbi Nisson E. Shulman
New York, NY
Rabbi Andrew Sicklick, D.D.S.
Woodmere, NY
Rabbi Yeshaya Siff
Woodmere, NY
Rabbi Shmuel Silber
Pikesville, MD
Rabbi Marc Spivak
West Orange, NJ
Rabbi Lawrence Teitelman
New Hyde Park, NY
Rabbi Dr. Kalman Topp
Los Angeles, CA
Rabbi Mordechai Torczyner
Thornhill, ON, CANADA
Rabbi Yaakov Z. Trump
Lawrence, NY
Rabbi Marc Volk
Merrick, NY
Rabbi Brahman Weinberg
Silver Spring, MD
Rabbi Yosef Weinstock
Hollywood, FL
Rabbi Jeremy Wieder
Teaneck, NJ
Rabbi Zev Weiner, M.D.
Los Angeles, CA
Rabbi Mordechai Willig
New York, NY
Rabbi Dow Winston
Merrick, NY
Rabbi Shimon Wolf
Kew Gardens, NY
Rabbi Ari S. Zahtz
Teaneck, NJ
Rabbi Dani Zuckerman
New York, NY
We recognize the following Rabbinic Alumni as members of Amudei HaYeshiva for their 5779 dues gift of $360:

Rabbi Zev Aeder • Rabbi Gershon Albert • Rabbi Dr. Howard Apfel • Rabbi Uzi Beer • Rabbi Richard C. Bieler • Rabbi Michael Bleicher
Rabbi Aryeh Brueckheimer • Rabbi Aaron E. Fleisher • Rabbi Ari Folger • Rabbi Adam M. Frieberg • Rabbi David B. Ginsburg • Rabbi Yonah N. Gross
Rabbi Dr. Yaakov Jaffe • Rabbi Aaron M. Kaplan • Rabbi Gerald Krakower • Rabbi David Meisels • Rabbi Elliot S. Moskowitz • Rabbi Avi Okin
Rabbi Scott Rothenberg • Rabbi Ira Rudowsky • Rabbi Joel Schreiber • Rabbi Elie Schwartz • Rabbi Avi Strauss

We recognize the following Rabbinic Alumni as members of Amudei HaMusmakhim for their 5779 dues gift of $180:

Rabbi Moshe A. Abramowitz • Rabbi Elchanan A. Adler • Rabbi Leon Aronsky • Rabbi Bernard Auerbach • Rabbi Richard Auman • Rabbi Simon Basalely
Rabbi Reuven G. Becker • Rabbi David H. Berezin • Rabbi Mordechai Besser • Rabbi Daniel Bloom • Rabbi Jonathan Bloom • Rabbi Ephraim Buchwald
Rabbi Azaryah Cohen • Rabbi Tanchum T. Cohen • Rabbi Barry L. Dolinger • Rabbi Jeremy Donath • Rabbi Asher Gabriel Dordek • Rabbi Yoel Epstein
Rabbi Amichai Erdfarb • Rabbi Joshua Flug • Rabbi Noam Friedman • Rabbi Dr. Gershon C. Gewirtz • Rabbi Jonathan Gordon • Rabbi Barry David Hartman
Rabbi Michael Hecht • Rabbi Murray Hochberg • Rabbi Dr. Raphael D. Hulkower • Rabbi Isaac Weinberger • Rabbi Yisroel Kaminksky
Rabbi Raphael Katsman • Rabbi Steven Katz • Rabbi Dr. Doniel Z. Kramer • Rabbi Dr. Moses N. Kranzler • Rabbi Jonathan I. Krinsky
Rabbi Ira Kronenberg • Rabbi Moshe Kwalbrun • Rabbi Natanel Lebowitz • Rabbi Yaacov A. Lerner • Rabbi Arieh E. Listowsky • Rabbi Daniel J. Loew
Dr. David Luchins • Rabbi Joseph Benjamin Mandel • Rabbi Morton Mitchenberg • Rabbi Steven Miodownik • Rabbi Elie Mischel
Rabbi Nachum Barishansky • Rabbi Norman Novick • Rabbi Barry Nussbaum • Rabbi Dr. Avi Oppenheimer • Rabbi Steven Pruzansky • Rabbi David Radinsky
Rabbi Shlomo Riskin • Rabbi Dr. Israel Rivkin • Rabbi Yitzchak Rosenbaum • Rabbi Stanley Rosenberg • Rabbi Dr. Yosef Joel S. Rosenhein
Rabbi Alan Rothman • Rabbi Bernard E. Rothman • Rabbi Shay Schachter • Rabbi Ira Schnall • Rabbi Joshua B. Schulman • Rabbi Shlomo Schwartz
Rabbi Charles H. Sheer • Rabbi Elliot M. Shestack • Rabbi Gidon Shoshan • Rabbi Moshe Shulman • Rabbi Aharon Simkin • Rabbi H. Norman Strickman
Rabbi Marvin Sugarman • Rabbi Dr. Joseph Sungolowsky • Rabbi Brian E. Thau • Rabbi Leonid Tribuch • Rabbi Elihu Turkel • Rabbi Mark Urkowitz
Rabbi Marvin Wacht • Rabbi Zvi Weiss • Rabbi Emanuel White • Rabbi Howard Wolk • Rabbi Lawrence Zierler • Rabbi Oran Zweiter

We recognize the following Rabbinic Alumni for their 5779 dues gift of $100:

Rabbi Elie Abadie, M.D. • Rabbi David Aberbach • Rabbi Elliott L. Aberbach • Rabbi Mitchell Ackerson • Rabbi Ely Allen • Rabbi Hayyim Angel
Rabbi Aronhan Angreist • Rabbi Adam D. Ariel • Rabbi Dr. I. Nathan Bamberger • Rabbi Manuel J. Behar • Rabbi Nehemiah Israel Ben-Zev
Rabbi Eliezer J. Bercuson • Rabbi Dr. David Berger • Rabbi Samuel Berger • Rabbi Reu Berman • Rabbi Yaakov M. Bernstein • Rabbi Hillel Bick
Rabbi Jack Bieler • Rabbi Jeffrey Bienenfeld • Rabbi Yaakov Blau • Rabbi Martin Blech • Rabbi Irving Bodner • Rabbi Aaron Borow • Rabbi Reuven Brand
Rabbi Aaron Brander • Rabbi Baruch Dov Braun • Rabbi Melvin I. Burg • Rabbi Joshua Cheifetz • Rabbi Dr. Kenneth Chelst • Rabbi Eli Ciner
Rabbi Ezer David • Rabbi Edward Davis • Rabbi Moshe Erlbaum • Rabbi Daniel Estreich • Rabbi Jeffrey Feinstein • Rabbi Kalman Feldman • Rabbi Roy Feldman
Rabbi Michael Fine • Rabbi Howard Finkelstein • Rabbi Yehuda Fleischmann • Rabbi Moshe Frank • Rabbi Allan Friedman • Rabbi Cary A. Friedman • Rabbi David Friedman • Rabbi Elisha Friedman • Rabbi Howard Gershon
Rabbi Dr. Yaakov Robert D. Gill • Rabbi Shmuyl M. Gold • Rabbi Jay Goldmintz • Rabbi Avraham Gordiner • Rabbi Mel Gottlieb • Rabbi Joel Green
Rabbi Bernard Greenbaum • Rabbi Reuven Grodner • Rabbi Harris Guedalia • Rabbi Shmuyl J. Hain • Rabbi Alex E. Hecht • Rabbi Nathaniel Helfgot
Rabbi Avi Heller • Rabbi William Herskovitz • Rabbi David Hertzberg • Rabbi Jonathan Hirsch • Rabbi Steven Hirschey • Rabbi Scott Hoberman
Rabbi Dr. Samuel N. Hoening • Rabbi Herbert Horowitz • Rabbi Shmuyl S. Hyman • Rabbi David Jacobowitz • Rabbi Harry Mennachek Kagan
Rabbi Shmuel Kagan • Rabbi Joshua Kahn • Rabbi Elliot R. Kaplan • Rabbi Daniel Katsman • Rabbi Jerome Katz • Rabbi Shimon Kerner • Rabbi Jay Kimmel
Rabbi David Klavon • Rabbi Gershon Klahn • Rabbi Nuriel Klinger • Rabbi Ariel Konstantyn • Rabbi Naphtali Lavenda • Rabbi Stuart Lavenda
Rabbi Meir Leibowitz • Rabbi Menachem Linzer • Rabbi Elchanan Lipshitz • Rabbi Dr. Uriel Lubetski • Rabbi Dr. Marc Mandel • Rabbi Alvin M. Marcus
Rabbi Marc H. Messing • Rabbi Asher Meth • Rabbi William Millen • Rabbi Dr. Adam Miller • Rabbi Michael Miller • Rabbi Eddie Mittelman
Rabbi Avram Morrell • Rabbi Joel Morris • Rabbi Avi Narow-Tolansky • Rabbi Jeffrey Neuman • Rabbi Joseph Oratz • Rabbi Etan Orlin
Rabbi Kenneth Pollack • Rabbi Dr. Bernard Rosenzweig • Rabbi Howard Rosman • Rabbi Dr. Richard Ross • Rabbi Abraham Rzępkowicki
Rabbi Eliyahu Safran • Rabbi Etan Schnall • Rabbi Chaim Schnur • Rabbi Mordechai Schreck • Rabbi David M. Serkin • Rabbi Gideon Shloush
Rabbi Michael Shore • Rabbi Joseph Siev • Rabbi Zev S. Silber • Rabbi Moshe S. Silverstein • Rabbi Dr. Eric Siskind • Rabbi Moshe Stavsky
Rabbi Kenneth Stein • Rabbi Robert H. Stein • Rabbi Carl Steinhardt • Rabbi Michael Taubes • Rabbi Isadore M. Tennenberg • Rabbi Aryeh N. Tuchman
Rabbi Eli Turkel • Rabbi Binyamin Waldshield • Rabbi Dr. Ronald Warburg • Rabbi Dr. Jerry Waxman • Rabbi Shmuyl Weintraub • Rabbi Steven Weisberg
Rabbi Samuel A. Weiss • Rabbi David Winter • Rabbi Eliyahu M. Wolf • Rabbi Yosef Wolicki • Cantor Richard Wolpo • Rabbi Moshe Yaged
Rabbi Michael Yondorf • Rabbi Alan Yuter • Rabbi Eugene Zaveloff • Rabbi Joel Zeeff • Rabbi Mordechai Zeitz • Rabbi Abraham Zimel • Rabbi Samuel Zimmerman

We recognize the following new Rabbinic Alumni who recently received their semikha:

Rabbi Yaakov Abramowitz • Rabbi Binyamin Benji • Rabbi Benny Berlin • Rabbi Philip Blass • Rabbi Yechiel Bresler • Rabbi Shlomo Friedman
Rabbi Chayim Gerson • Rabbi Judah Kerbel • Rabbi David Kornbluth • Rabbi Kalman Laufer • Rabbi Avrum Leeder • Rabbi Jesse Lempel
Rabbi Yitzchak Mandel • Rabbi Yonatan Pollock • Rabbi Alexander Rahamin • Rabbi Avigdor Rosensweig • Rabbi Maurice Schwartz • Rabbi Nimrod Soll
Rabbi Jonath Steinmetz • Rabbi Yoni Stone • Rabbi David Tribuch • Rabbi Gabi Weinberg • Rabbi Dov Whittenburg

As of 9/17/2019

Join us in supporting our Yeshiva and its vital activities, please visit: yu.edu/riets/alumni
The Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary

Today

1300+
YOUNG MEN LEARNING DAILY IN OUR THREE PACKED BATEI MIDRASH

200+
ASPIRING TALMIDEI CHACHAMIM STUDYING AT RIETS, INCLUDING:

70+ IN THE KATZ KOLLEL, LED BY RAV HERSHEY SCHACHTER, SHLITA
25 IN KOLLELEI ELYON & YADIN YADIN STUDIES
35 IN THE YU ISRAEL KOLLEL IN JERUSALEM

RIETS has developed the most comprehensive rabbinic training program in the world, including:

- Our new Director of the Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik Semikha program, Rabbi Aryeh Lebowitz
- An ever-expanding curriculum of halachic limmudim
- New courses in professional rabbinics led by our dynamic, full-time Director of Professional Rabbinics, our chaver Rabbi Larry Rothwachs, the Rav of Congregation Beth Aaron in Teaneck
- Joint programs with YU’s Ferkauf Graduate School of Psychology and Wurzweiler School of Social Work
- A cutting-edge personal development program for semicha students (and their wives) to deal with the “inner-life” and stresses of the rabbi and the rabbinic family, led by our chaver Rabbi Neal Turk. This includes multiple courses, processing work with mental health professionals, individual sessions for all students with our chaver Rabbi Dr. Alex Mondrow, standardized testing for emotional intelligence and more.

We are particularly proud of you and your fellow musmachim and the impact that you have made around the world. RIETS Rabbinic Alumni, in partnership with the Center for the Jewish Future, continues to enhance the personal and professional lives of our musmachim with:

- Rabbanan.org, which has a plethora of material available online for rabbis
- High-level continuing rabbinic education courses organized by our chaver Rabbi Naphtali Lavenda, now available on demand at cre.rabbanan.org
- Special chomer lidrush phone calls for rabbis on the parsha and chagim with leading shul rabbis and prominent community rabbonim
- Chavrusa Magazine, lifecycle notices, and monthly update emails
- Rabbinic Alumni Loan Fund, assisting chaverim in extenuating circumstances with interest-free loans
- Yarchei Kallah conferences coordinated by Rabbi Dr. Jacob J. Schacter
- The Gertrude and Morris Bienenfeld Department of Jewish Career Development and Placement, led by our chaver Rabbi Ronald Schwarzberg and Keren Simon, which is involved in the placement of more than 50 rabbis every year
- And of course, the Marcos and Adina Katz YUTorah.org, the largest repository of Torah online in the world, and the new YUTorah app!